<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| UIC          | Unique Identification Code / Fiscal Code  
  *(rom. Cod Unic de Identificare / Cod Fiscal)* |
| Inc. No.     | Registration Number in the Trade Register  
  *(rom. Numărul de ordine din registrul comerțului)* |
| SRL          | Limited Liability Company  
  *(rom. Societate cu Răspundere Limitată)* |
| RA           | Autonomous Regime  
  *(rom. Regie Autonomă)* |
| SA           | Joint-Stock Company  
  *(rom. Societate pe Acțiuni)* |
| SC           | Commercial Company  
  *(rom. Societate Comercială)* |
| SCA          | Joint-Stock Co-operative Company  
  *(rom. Societate Cooperativă pe Acțiuni)* |
| SCPA         | Civilian Professional Law Firm  
  *(rom. Societate Civilă Profesională de Avocați)* |
| SOCOM        | Handicraft Co-operative Company  
  *(rom. Societate Cooperativă Meșteșugărească)* |
Small power wind turbines for residential 2,4kW and 4kW.

Grid connected small wind systems using our own production wind turbines.

Design and turnkey hybrid-systems (wind-photovoltaic-diesel) power generators for remote applications.

Design and implementation of large PV plants.

Research and developments of wind turbine components:
- Synchronous electric generators using rare earths permanent magnets.
- Blades and technology for blades, based on composite materials
- Custom design turbine rotors for small wind turbines, up to 15kW.

Click here for more …
Business Offer:

PROVIDING SERVICES OF DERATIZATION, PEST CONTROL, DISINFECTION AND PLANT HEALTH TREATMENT

S.C. CORAL IMPEX S.R.L. has been founded in 1993 by Alexandru Badea and unfolds as its activity the PEST CONTROL SERVICES.

The Company developed steadfastly as the years passed by and, gradually, it developed partnerships with thousands of Romanian private clients and more than 30 city councils around the country, like: Brăsov, Cluj Napoca, Targu Mures, Pitesti, Ramnicu Valcea, Zalau, Oradea, Ploiesti, Iasi, Galati, Braila, Piatra Neamt, Sfantu Gheorghe, Tulcea. Slobozia, Oltenita. In order to be closer to the clients. Coral Impex established 10 branches, in Ploiesti. Bucharest, Cluj-Napoca, Brăsov, Targu Mures, Zalau, Alba Iulia, Pitesti, Slatina and Tulcea.

The performance of our services within optimal conditions and following the European quality standards determined our company to make massive investments in the acquisition of modern technical resources and in the thorough training of its employees. Moreover, due to the peculiarities of certain clients, our society developed techniques of its own to perform pest-control services wherever the use of toxic chemicals were prohibited, succeeding to satisfy even the most delicate clients.

The recognition of Coral Impex exceeded the borders of our country, being considered by specialists as a leading company in Europe in the field of pest-control. In 2007. and also in 2011. the activity of our company has been internationally acknowledged through the “Diploma of excellence for performance corresponding to European Union Standards” - awarded by the European Association of Craft, Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises. In 2008. our company received the “Special Award for Impressive Results in Its Activity” - conferred by the World Association for Small and Medium Enterprises.

Since 2007, we have become an observer member within British Pest Control Association, association that gathers the major companies across Europe in the pest-control field.

Coral Impex aims at the satisfaction of all our clients’ needs within a business framework that strives at transparency and competence with efficiency and accuracy of our services.

Therefore, S.C. CORAL IMPEX S.R.L. offers to all its collaborators, with professionalism, seriousness and competence, excellence of pest-control services following European Quality Standards.

Click here for more ...
Business Offer:

Our company bases were made in 2000 year, following its rapid growth on all levels.

We have been for over 12 years in active distribution of products and consumer goods (FMCG) with a turnover that reached 14,5 mil euros per year, activity that we have with a total of 50 employees and a fleet of over 20 cars.

Through long term partnerships with suppliers tradition (P&G, Unilever, Reckitt-Benckiser, Gillette, Colgate-Palmolive, ...) we assure our customers both in the traditional trade (TT) and the international (IKA), products and services the highest quality.

Geographical position in the center of Romania, Brasov is the headquarters of the company, provides access to all major commercial points of interest in the country and even abroad.

We are always open to new business opportunities and we try to find reliable suppliers, and we try to grow together the turnover.

Therefore, I will be very happy if you would like to begin a collaboration for any cosmetics and households branded goods you have in portfolio at a good prices.

In present we have collaboration with companies from England, Holland, Slovakia, Poland, Bulgaria, Hungary.
ELECTROCONSTRUCTIA ELCO SA

Business Offer:

Electroconstructia ELCO SA Botosani is a company specialized in construction works in the field of transport and distribution of electrical energy, as well as interior electrical installations for any type of constructions.

Our company disposes of specialized equipment as well as an experienced technical staff for executing works in the electrical field. We are performing for over 30 years, and since 1994 we are organized as private owned company in compliance with Romanian legislation. Our company has implemented the Integrated Management System of Quality-Environment-Health and Occupational Safety and is certified by the Romanian Entity - SRAC and the International Entity IQNET - Switzerland, valid for each of these fields. Our company is certified by ANRE (National Authority for Energy Regulation), accepted by Transelectrica Romania (National Energy Transportation Company) and certified by ARACO Romania (Romanian Association of Construction Anturepreneurship).

Among our reference accomplished works, we are mentioning the following:

- Interior electrical installations of Mall type commercial centers
- Execution of 4 Power Stations: 3 modernized and 1 newly built
- Connection to the National Energy System of: biomass based electrical plant of 9MW, photovoltaic power plant 3,5MW, and wind power plant 70MW through 110kV underground electrical lines
- Participating in works for 220kV and 330kV overhead power lines together with other specialized companies in Greece and the UAE
- Performing interior electrical installations works at 4 sites in Germany - ongoing

We express our availability to collaboration especially with companies from other EU countries.

Performing our activity, we always follow the objectives also representing our company's motto: Performance through quality, working safe and respecting the environment!

Click here for more …
Euro Compression is a supplier of compressor related components such as pressure vessels, air-cooled heat exchangers, valves, pressure and flow control valves, etc.

To ensure customer satisfaction of delivered products, aftermarket parts and service support is another focus of Euro Compression. We offer a wide range of services including start-up and commissioning, operation/maintenance programs and training for the end-users. Euro Compression can also provide consulting and conversion packages to re-apply existing compression equipment for new or changing field conditions.

Euro Compression staff has more than 30 years experience in the compression industry and a highly experienced staff for importing and exporting goods on a worldwide basis.
Neamț County is located in the North-East of Romania, in Moldavia historical region with the capital city at Piatra Neamț.

The principal activity of our company is electricity distribution. The seconds activities are utilities distribution like potable & industrial water system, wastewater biological treatment.

The total area of Fibrexnylon SA is about 164ha including production facilities, storage areas, internal infrastructure, utilities and office buildings.

Presently there are about 20 production/services companies that are operating on the Fibrexnylon plus other companies operating nearby.

Within the Fibrexnylon there are available, for rent, lands and buildings for industrial activities: mechanical workshop ~3.900sqm, production & storage buildings ~29.000sqm, administrativ building ~4.600sqm, land available to build ~350.000sqm.

Within the Fibrexnylon there are available the next utilities & facilities: electrical power, waters (industrial, potable), wastewater sewerage, biological treatment plant, internal roads and railways, electrical and mechanic workshops, IT network (phone, fax, internet), general services.

We are able to offer to our customers other services like: Interim management / Finance: accounting, financial services, business analysis & reporting/ Human resources: personal administration, payroll, relations with authorities, recruiting an selection, personal training /I.T.: hardware support, aplication software, internet/intranet and network services / Technical Services: maintenance, investments control, procurement / Quality-Environmental: quality system development, implementation and monitoring / Safety: first aid, fire brigade, security / Logistics:warehousing, customs assistance.

Contact person: Mr. Zavada Marius, marius.zavada@radicigroup.com, Mobile +40 724 200.892.

Click here for more...
Business Offer:

Campulung Industrial Park is located in the centre of Romania, in the N-E part of Arges county, at the distance of 50 km from the Pitesti city and of 87 km from the Brasov city.

Campulung Industrial Park comprises of a complex of industrial spaces for nonpolluting industry, office spaces, warehouses, as well as the necessary utilities to deploy any activities within the Industrial Park. Our company conforms with the ISO 9001:2008 & 14001:2005 standards, for quality and environment systems.

Campulung Industrial Park is located on Traian Street no. 223, in the industrial area of the city of Campulung Muscel, Arges County. The Industrial Park is limited by the Hill of Magura, Traian Street and by other private properties. It has an area of 48 ha, with approximately 100,000 sqm of industrial spaces for production and storage.

Facilities:
- Station power supply –16 MVA installed power;
- Internal & external industrial railway of ~3.5 km and a railway yard of 2 km;
- 10 km of internal network of roads with 6 main access ways;
- Electronic road weight gauge up to 60 t and of 18 m long;
- Internal & external parking, for employees, visitors, providers and TIR;
- Qualified and non-qualified workforce;
- Property & facility management services.

Campulung Industrial Park benefits from its railway of 3.5 km long and networks of interior roads of approximately 10 km long, but also from the utilities necessary for production and service activities - water, sewerage, gas, electric power.

Renting possibilities within Industrial Park are various:
- Renting the existing industrial spaces, the renovation costs being borne by tenants or by the owner, according to the tenants’ technical specifications or building new industrial houses (also according to the tenants’ technical specifications).

Click here for more …
Desired Cooperation:

Private investment with a large experience in the field of plastic industry, LIVINGJUMBO INDUSTRY SA produces and sells BIG BAGS (polypropylene woven bags, jumbo bags, FIBCs, 1 loop bags, 2 loop bags, 4 loop bags, Flexible Intermediate Bulk Containers, big bag) with 250-2000 kilos loading capacities (SWL), in a variety of constructive shapes and dimensions, such as: 1 loop, 2 or 4 loop big bags.

Our company provides big bags for the packaging, transportation and storing of bulk materials: chemicals (granulated or powders), ceramics, ferroalloys, construction materials, agricultural products (seeds, grain, corn, beans, and cereals), food powders, minerals, recyclable materials (PE, PP, PVC granules), wastage, etc.

Livingjumbo Industry SA also produces and sells:
- PP yarn (for PP fabric, between 1100-4500 DEN);
- PP thread (for sewing, 4500 DEN);
- PP cord (width between 10-30 mm);
- PP belt (width between 40-60 mm);
- PP rope (diameter between 3-4 mm);
- PP fabric (with weight between 95-220 g/m2), circular or plane shape (sizes between 1000-4200 mm);


Our company’s range of products, suppliers and partners together with years of experience will provide you: Highest quality; Cost effective; Innovative and timely solutions to meet and even exceed expectations.

www.livingjumbo.ro

Click here for more …
Our company offers financial and entry-bookkeeping services, financial-legal assistance, financial and account expertises, audit, human resources and mediation/interposing. Our experts in financial and legal issues are able to offer personalized services depending on the client needs, taking over and accomplishing effective tasks with the utmost expedition. We can communicate both in Hungarian and English language. We are in co-operation with jurists, lawyers, judicial liquidators and executors, cadastral experts, public notaries. Through our specialists, we are able to satisfy different client matters regarding commercial vexed questions, financial moot points of administrative disputed claims office, redeeming debts, juridical reorganization and bankruptcy, working litigations.
METRO Cash & Carry opened its first store in October 1996, being the first company on the Romanian market to introduce the cash & carry system. 
In 2012 the company operated 32 self-service wholesale stores around the country, with a total selling area of over 190,000 sqm. 
METRO Romania offers its professional customers complete business solutions (extensive selection of top quality products at competitive prices, adapted services, specialized trainings etc). 
To further strengthen the partnership with its professional customers, METRO Cash & Carry Romania opened in 2008 the Gastronomy Competence Center and the Traders Competence Center, in 2010 launched METRO Punct (a new store format ) and in 2012 opened METRO Office Direct, the first online store in the cash & carry field in Romania. 
Beginning with March 2012, METRO Romania launched “La Doi Pa?i”, a customer support programme tailored to help the existing independent small shop. 
As of May 31st, 2012, METRO Romania launched “De-ale noastre” Programme, a premiere on the Romanian market, which consisted in the support of the local vegetables producers, and the vegetables resulted were traded in the METRO Cash & Carry Romania store network.
In November 1994 a new importer entered the Romanian pharmaceutical market: Prisum International Trading Co SRL. In 18 years that followed, Prisum developed its own distribution network, which considerably enlarged its turnover and market share. Prisum worked hard and gained a special place in the Romanian market. Today Prisum is one of the most important importers of pharmaceutical products. Accurately speaking, Prisum is the one of the top five importers and distributors on the Romanian OTC market. In 1994 we have started with only one warehouse in Bucharest and in 1996 Prisum adopted an aggressive strategy, based on door-to-door distribution through a network of medical representatives and sales representatives to respond more accurately to customers' needs. In 1996 Prisum improved the distribution by operating 9 more self-owned warehouses. We have 69 cars available in the car fleet and the company runs with the help of 110 employees.

Customers countrywide are supplied every month by Prisum:
- 2,000 pharmacies
- 40 wholesale distributors
- 200 hospitals and clinics
- 30 private hospitals and clinics

The therapeutically areas and categories:
- Critical care products
- Immunology products
- Biotherapy products
- Food supplements
- Personal care products
- Baby care products

Prisum's assets:
- Very good relationship with KOL's from various therapeutic areas
- Distribution contract with the most important wholesalers, hospitals, private clinics, pharmacies
- ISO- 90001 certificate
- HACCP certificate
- Warehouse: bonded warehouse, controlled cooling room
- Trained, dedicated and professional employees
- Market knowhow: •Medicine
  •OTC
  •Food supplements

Prisum International Trading Co SRL from Romania is looking for producers/suppliers from pharmaceutical field (GMP).

Prisum's policy: Loyalty given and asked for makes success inevitable!

Click here for more ...
ROMINVENT S.A., established in 1953, is one of the most prominent agency engaged in the practice of industrial property laws in Romania, providing its Romanian and foreign clients with counseling and representation, in view of acquiring and defending the IP rights, also before ROPTO, OEB, WIPO and OHIM authorities.

Moreover, ROMINVENT ensures the representation of its clients before the courts of law, at all judicial levels, in legal proceedings specific in the IP field.

ROMINVENT is a member of some international associations such as: INTA, AIPPI, LES, ACG, ECTA, ICC-CIB, ICC-IP Commission.
Business Offer:

“FOR A CLEANER WORLD AND MORE....”

Serapis Consulting offers to its clients the possibility to have the best working environment, by means of creating an optimum and clean work space. The performances we have obtained so far are closely related to the philosophy of the company and to the team efforts.

According to our philosophy, the most important patrimony is the CLIENT and this is why all our efforts strive to offer the most complex services and the best quality on the market.

Our services: •Building Maintenance, •Cleaning Services, •Disinfection Services, •Deratization Services, •Disinsection Services, •Green Space Maintenance, •Industrial Equipment Cleaning, •Waste Management

OUR MISSION is to provide services that fully comply with our clients’ requests, at the same time preserving the environment and taking special care of the health and safety regulations, by means of observing the local and national valid legal provisions.

THE OBJECTIVES that we strive to achieve are:
• To operate an integrated management system complying with ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and OHSAS 18001, that allows the issuance, renewal and extension of the necessary certifications, including the legal authorizations.
• To prevent complaints and accidents/incidents related to quality, environment health and safety issues.
• To obtain positive feedback and the appreciation of our clients related to the quality of our services and to their impact on the environment, health and safety.
• To continuously improve the integrated management system
• To identify and eliminate/reduce/maintain at the lowest possible level the pollution factors, accidents and illness risks.

OUR VALUES: •Open-mindness; •Devotion; •Competence
SONIMPEX TOPOLOVENI SRL is the only Romanian producer of fruit preserves 100% NATURAL, made without using added sugar, food additives or preservatives. The production technology used by the factory in Topoloveni is unique and dated from 1914 (bain-marie system, double walled caldrons through which it circulates technological steam, the product is processed at controlled temperatures of maximum 70 degrees Celsius, for 12-14 hours); it gives the unperishable advantage to the final product, therefore this do not need any sugar, or preservatives, or food additives, thus the product remain 100% natural.

Due to the production method who spares nutritional qualities of ingredients (fresh fruit), our products are named by nutrition specialists as functional foods that maintain optimal health.

The quality of the SONIMPEX TOPOLOVENI SRL products is appreciated abroad and awarded with: Protected Geographical Indication by the European Commision (2011) for the Romanian traditional product Magiun de prune Topoloveni (Topoloveni Concentrated Plum Spread), „Superior Taste Award” 2010 (ITQI) for Magiun de prune Topoloveni, „Superior Taste Award” 2011 (ITQI) for Magiun de prune Topoloveni and Topoloveana Black Cherry Gourmet Confiture, sugar free, preservatives free and, „Superior Taste Award” 2012 (ITQI) for the Topoloveana Gourmet Confitures: ecological blueberry, seabuckthorn and plum and sweet almonds, sugar free, preservatives free.

SONIMPEX TOPOLOVENI SRL is owner of NATO code for economic operator and it is also official supplier of the Romanian Royal House with all of its products.

Click here for more …
Star International Med was the first Romanian company which produced 100% natural ayurvedic remedies and it was launched in 1999 in Bucharest.

The main activity of Star International Med is the production and distribution of ayurvedic remedies, also import and export of these remedies, which are considered dietary supplements made from herbal extracts. We promote and practice the ancient Indian medical system, Ayurveda, using the modern technology for the extraction at cold of plants. Our production line is according with international standards and requirements.

The dietary supplements we offer are all made from 100% natural herbal extract, came in forms such as tablets, syrups, ointments. Expanding our activity, we launched a line of natural cosmetics (herbal skin care products like creams, gels, lotions, shampoos, oils, masks).

Click here for more ...
Business Offer:

Transparent Design SRL is a glass processing company that can provide a wide variety of high quality float glass and mirror panels, from ‘cut to size’ to standard pieces, from straight to curved lines that requires the accuracy and precision of CNC performance. So, we manufacture custom flat and laminated glass panels for: doors and glass walls, canopies and floors, frameless shower enclosures, balustrades and stairs, etc. We also can provide a large range of decorative and bespoke glass as coloured, printed, painted or sandblasted, suitable for splashback worktops, shelves or furniture. We may supply full glass commercial furniture using UV Bonding.

Production area covers an area of approx. 1400m² equipped with modern machinery. In 2008-2009 major investments were made in new machinery from reputable Italian companies in the field, namely:

- Automatic cutting tables system BAVELLONI REV 372 PR+ LAMY 370 (for both laminated glass and float glass);
- 2 lines BAVELLONI GEMY 11, handling glass edge processing for more than 400 mp / day shift;
- A multifunctional work centre BAVELLONI ALPHA 450-4’N’ able to perform a complete range of operations;
- KERAGLASS fournance for glass laminating with EVASAFE interlayer;
- Drilling glass equipments;
- Glass sandblasting machine;
- Glass washing machine.
UMEB SA

UIC: 434522   Inc. No.: J/40/102/1991
Bd. Timisoara nr. 104A
061334 Bucuresti, SECTOR 6
ROMANIA

Tel: +40.31.4251202
Fax: +40.31.4251201
e-Mail: office@umeb.ro
Website: http://www.umeb.ro

Turnover (EUR): 6,179,796.00
No. of employees: 247

Main Line of Business by NACE Classification:
2711 Manufacture of electric motors, generators and transformers

Contact Person(s):
Gheorghe CHITU, Director-General
Mihai Virgil POPESCU, Deputy Director-General
Dan GOMOESCU, Sales Director

Business Offer:

MAIN PRODUCTS: Low voltage electric motors, especially flameproof motors, synchronous generators, generating sets
FIELD OF ACTIVITY: UMEB S.A. manufactures electric motors for general industrial use, for applications in potentially explosive environments, both for surface and mining industries, motors for cranes and hoisting applications, for metallurgy, for public transportation as well as electric power sources. UMEB also manufactures motors for particular applications, with customised constructional features.

All motors are adequate for operation in specific environments of the countries where they are used and carry "CE" marking.

UMEB offers a full range of motors – from 0,09 kW up to 315 kW – standard, high efficiency motors, explosion-proof motors and special application motors.

The flameproof and non-sparking “nA” motors frame size 63-355 are ATEX certified according to EU Directive 94/9/EC and are suitable for operation in hazardous environments of Zones 1 and / or Zones 21.

Technologies: mechanical processing, cold forming, steel sheet machining (mechanical presses and Trumpf machines), lightweight steel construction, plastic injection, thermoset moulding, liquid and powder painting, assembling, testing.

Click here for more …
The Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Romania – *The National Chamber* – is a nongovernmental, independent, non-profit, public utility organization, with legal identity, intended to represent, support and defend the general interests of the business community in Romania. *The National Chamber* has the role to promote and pursue the development of industry, commerce, services and agriculture, in line with market economy requirements.

*The Romanian Chamber System consists in:*

- The National Chamber which is the representation vector of the Chamber System;
- The County Chambers of Commerce and Industry and Bucharest Municipality;
- The Bi-lateral Chambers.

*National Chamber – Role and activity*

The National Chamber is the most important representative organization of the Romanian business environment and holds a key role in promoting the interests of the Chambers System, as well as of the Romanian business community.
**Strong Representative Organization**

The **National Chamber** collaborates with over 50 national public, central and local institutions, being a voice within:

- Governmental committees and working groups;
- Parliament, Government and Presidency consultative organizations.

The **National Chamber** collaborates with over 170 organizations worldwide and is an active, rightful member of the following international representative organizations:

- ICC – The International Chamber of Commerce;
- Eurochambers – The Association of European Chambers of Commerce and Industry;
- ABC – The Association of Balkans Chambers of Commerce and Industry;


Issuing Certificates of Origin

The Certificates of Origin are international trade documents certifying the country of origin of the shipped goods, meaning the country in which they were actually produced.

The Certificates of Origin are important for the classification of goods according to the Customs Tariff of the importing country and thus to determine / calculate the amount of owed duties.

Issuing ATA Carnets

ATA is an acronym combining the French and English phrases "Admission Temporaire / Temporary Admission."

ATA Carnet is an international document, issued by the 67 affiliated countries, which allows the owner, to temporary (up to one year) import goods without payment of normally applicable duties and taxes, including value-added taxes. The Carnet eliminates the need to purchase temporary import bonds, simplifies border crossing procedures, using a single document and allowing the visitation of several countries during the same trip.

ATA Carnet is a passport for the following goods commercial samples; exhibits for trade fairs, exhibitions, shows, demonstrations and other special promotional events, professional equipment (artistic events, sports, technical).

Endorsement certificates for international trade

The National Chamber may issue, upon request, necessary documents for international trade (invoices, phytosanitary certificates, EUR 1 certificates, export certificates etc.). This service is particularly necessary for international trade documents signed with partners from non-signatory states of the Hague Convention in 1961 on simplifying the over legalization of the documents that are to be used abroad.

Endorsement attesting Force Majeure circumstances

The Force Majeure event is an unpredictable and unavoidable circumstance, that effectively and without any fault prevents the debtor, to execute its contractual obligation. The National Chamber is the organization empowered by law to issue endorsement certificates attesting Force Majeure circumstances. The existence of the case of force majeure exonerates of contractual responsibility the debtor/professionals.
Signature certification

The National Chamber is the organization empowered by law to issue Signature Certifications for the companies’ legal representatives, applied on its official documents.

- can only certify the signatures issued by the legal representatives of the applicant company;
- can only certify the signatures on original documents;
- certifies signature, not the content of documents;
- cannot certify legal representatives whose mandate expired;
- cannot certify for companies being radiated, in liquidation or in administration ending with insolvency proceedings.

Operator of the Electronic Archive of Secured Transactions (AEGRM)

The National Chamber is authorized by the Ministry of Justice to operate the Electronic Archive of Secured Transactions (AEGRM), having qualified and well trained staff with expertise in this field.

Electronic Archive of Secured Transactions (AEGRM) is a computerized registry, organized into a single database, through which one may legally advertise about the juridical liaisons that guarantee of civil and commercial obligations.

In the archive one can sign with movable secured claims and other types of juridical documents such as assignment of debt, conditional sales, leases, contracts, consignment etc..

The National Chamber offers the following services:

- Registration of the security advices in the electronic archive;
- Specialized consultancy;
- Search and copying services from the electronic archive database;
- Release upon request certified copies of entries in the archive.

www.ccir.ro
Address: 2 Octavian Blvd., 3rd District, 030982, Bucharest
Phone: 021 319 01 14-18, 21-23
Mobile: 0723 551 420, 421 / 0745 108 823/824
E-mail: ccir@ccir.ro
The National Chamber – Chamber System and Business Community Services

Domestic and International Business Information
Through the National Business Information System of the Romanian Chambers of Commerce and Industry (http://snia.ccir.ro), managed by the National Center for Business Information, from the Chamber Representation Division, information provided by the members of the Chamber System and partner organizations and institutions of the National Chamber, is offered:

✓ Romanian and foreign companies:
  o Financial data;
  o Supplies and demands of
    § products,
    § services,
    § cooperation,
    § investment projects,
  o Tenders

✓ National and international events:
  o Fairs and exhibitions, trade missions, forums, conferences, seminars, workshops.

Promoting the Romanian Companies

The Electronic Catalogue “Pro Business Rumania”, issued yearly, presents financial and commercial information on more than 50000 Romanian companies in all areas (CD version, in Romanian and English).

The “National Top of Companies” Catalogue is issued yearly, both in print and CD, with information on over 6000 companies ranked in the National Top of Companies. The classification is made considering rigorous financial indicators, by field of activity and enterprise size. It is the most well known ranking of companies achieved by the Chambers of Commerce and Industry of Romania.

The monthly electronic newsletter InfoBulletin presents Romanian business opportunities for the foreign companies, being distributed to more than 400 key business support organizations from all over the world: centres of trade and investments promotion, Romania's embassies abroad, foreign embassies at Bucharest, Chambers of Commerce and professional associations abroad, thus reaching thousands of companies that are related with them.
Studies and position papers

The National Chamber participates through contributions of the Romanian Chamber System to studies, position papers, brochures developed at European level through regional and international bodies of which is a member: Eurochambres (Association of European Chambers of Commerce), ICC (International Chamber of Commerce), BSEC - BC (Black Sea Economic Cooperation Business Council), ABC (Association of Balkan Chambers).

European Projects

The National Chamber identifies the opportunities for participation within EU funded projects, in transnational consortia, relevant to the Chamber System in Romania.

Regarding the external relations, the National Chamber:

- Protects and promotes the economic interests of the Chamber System and of the business community on external level in relation with the international economic organizations homologous and other economic entities;
- Generate initiatives on international level to enhance external relations of the Romanian Chamber System;
- Represents the interests of the Romanian business environment in the relevant European and Euro-Atlantic organizations and develop strategic partnerships with them;
- Initiates and negotiates agreements for international economic cooperation for the benefit of the Chamber System and the business community in Romania;
- Monitoring the ongoing international cooperation and initiate the conclusion of new agreements in consultation with members of the Romanian Chamber System.
- Promotes investment opportunities for the Romanian business community and disseminates Romanian investment projects thru the National Chambers of Commerce network with which has cooperation agreements. Activities in this regard include:

✓ Documenting, processing and dissemination of investment information:
  o The investment framework of Romania (national, regional and local level) and of foreign countries (economic and legal information, elements of investment development);
  o Supply and demand of domestic and foreign investments (joint venture, technology transfer and know-how, subcontracting, licensing, franchising, cooperation in research and development);

✓ Providing support services and organizing meetings of potential investment partners - Romanian or foreign – through the County Chambers of Commerce and Industry.

**Organizing national and international events:**

✓ National Top of Companies annual Gala;
✓ The annual reception in the honor of the CD accredited to Bucharest;
✓ Forums, trade missions, fairs and exhibitions - at home and abroad;
✓ Conferences, congresses, seminars, courses and workshops in the halls and auditoriums of the Palace of the National Chamber – providing complete packages of services: technical support, catering, translation, secretarial, book accommodations, special assistance.
Own Media Products

NATIONAL CHAMBER’S INTEGRATED MEDIA MIX

Print:

Together for Your Business (every two months) continues in its fourth year of existence (first issue appeared in April 2009) to be a channel of information intended to promote Romania’s business environment by addressing topics of internal or international economic life, from the business community and for the business community.

Romanian Chamber System Magazine (available in print format - run 5,000 copies, and PDF English section on www.ccir.ro) became the main source of information and services activities of the Chambers of Commerce in Romania, economy’s sectors studies and analyses, accompanied by comments of key players on the economic stage.

The Official Bulletin (quarterly). A three months retrospective of the entire Chambers System. The Bulletin is edited through a joint effort of all the Chamber System members. It is free distributed to the Presidency, Romanian and foreign embassies, to the National Chamber collaborators.

Electronic:

e-Info Business newsletter (weekly). Contains up-to-date information about the National Chamber’s, its members and partners activity. The newsletter is distributed to more than 3000 subscribers like private companies, public administration and media.

Radio:

Business ON AIR (weekly)
In partnership with RFI Romania (Radio France International). Live broadcast, every Thursday starting with 13.30, on the most stringent economic issues of the current week.

TV:

After broadcasting the weekly show Chambers of Commerce Club at Antena 3, for 3 seasons, after 14.00 o’clock journal, the business TV program, aggregated and delivered by the National Chamber in partnership with INTACT Trust, shifted from September 1st, 2011, to delivering exclusive news content for the Trust’s news journals, continuing the editing, by case only, of relevant business content for the Romanian business community, throughout stories and information about the activity of the Chambers of Commerce and Industry of Romania.
The Court of International Commercial Arbitration

Is a permanent arbitration institution having its own arbitral procedures rules: Regulations on the Organization and Operation of the Court, respectively Regulations on the Court Board Organization.

- **Arbitration** for the settlement of domestic and international commercial or civil disputes, by either institutionalized arbitration or ad hoc, its jurisdiction being based on the agreement concluded by businesses in their contracts (the arbitration clause) or by a subsequent act (compromise);

- **The Arbitral Verdict** can be invested, at request, with executor formula, by the Court of Arbitration;

- **Procedures consultancy** is provided free of charge by the specialists of the Arbitration Court at its offices, by any type of correspondence (phone, post, fax, e-mail);

- **International co-operation** with similar institutions and organizations from other countries, for the purpose of establishing and developing collaboration. Participation in and organizing of international conferences, meetings, forums and seminars;

- **Study and research** of the international arbitration legislation and of the law applicable to the disputes;

- **Co-operation with the other Arbitration Courts** within the Chamber System for promoting arbitration and in case law.
Romanian Business School of the Chambers of Commerce (SRAF)

Romanian Business School (SRAF) of the Chambers of Commerce and Industry of Romania is the exponent of the business people from Romania in matters of vocational education.

The SRAF mission is to ensure professional success in a changing environment, responding to the adaptive training needs of the Chamber System and of the business community in Romania. The school goals are aimed at promoting a European standard system of training thru the 34 county offices.

What we offer?

To promote excellence in adult vocational training:

- Continuous professional training courses and authorized programs to grant certificates of graduation which are recognized nationally and internationally;
- Adoption, promotion and integration of European policy in vocational training by attracting highly qualified specialists;
- To develop a competitive profile and active labor market integration of young people and promote entrepreneurship.

Permanently concerned with the business environment training in Romania, SRAF provides continuous professional training courses and authorized programs, seminars and workshops on important current issues to the business community in Romania:

- Trainer of trainers
- Coaching
- Project Managers
- Performance Management
- Entrepreneurial Skills
- Courses for personal development
- Business skills
- Training of mediators
- HR Analyst
- HR Inspector
- HR Manager

The Romanian Business School currently runs as a partner the POSDRU project – S.C.O.R - "Opportunities for the rural community", together with the Bucharest Chamber of Commerce and Industry.
Database having **more than 50000 Romanian companies in all fields** (Top companies ranked by the Chambers of Commerce in Romania; Members of the Chambers of Commerce in Romania).

- **Allows 14 single/multiple selection criteria** based on a powerful search engine.
- **Export of selected information in various formats** (Microsoft Excel, Access), HTML, Microsoft Word, TXT.
- **Fairs & Exhibitions Directory organised by the Romanian Chamber System and Romexpo SA in 2012.**
- **List of the Foreign Companies Representative Offices in Romania.**

### Main selection criteria
- company's name; legal form; county; town; line of business-NACE code (Rev.2); turnover; gross profit; equity; number of employees; key words.

### Main information on each company profile
- company's name, VAT code, address, line of business, equity, number of employees, turnover, gross profit and where available: phones, fax, e-mail, website, contact person.

Financial information is based on fiscal year 2010 balance sheet.

### How can you buy it?
1. **By online order form** (click here)
2. **By order** sent through fax +4021-311.21.10 or e-mail drc@ccir.ro

### How can you pay it?
- Via bank transfer in the bank account of CCIR no. **RO79RZBR 0000 0600 0240 7966**, opened with **Raiffeisen Bank Romania SMB**; SWIFT: **RZBRROBU**; **BANK CODE: 302411004**; The Tax code of CCIR is **RO 2842250**.
- In cash, at CCIR's pay office, 4th floor, 3rd wing, 2 Octavian Goga Blvd., 3rd district, 030982 Bucharest, Romania.

To purchase the “Pro Business Romania 2012” electronic catalogue, please send a copy of your bank order to fax: +4021-311.21.10. The CD-ROM will be delivered to you via Romanian Postal service within 3 days, as soon as we receive your order and a copy of the payment document.

### More information:

The Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Romania  
The National Business Information Center  
**Phone:** +4021-319.01.63  
**Fax:** +4021-311.21.10  
**E-mail:** drc@ccir.ro
Romania, in southeast Europe, is mountainous in the north while the main feature in the south is the vast Danube valley. The river forms a delta as it approaches the Black Sea, which is a wildlife reserve for countless native and migratory birds.

The Romanian parliament consists of two chambers, the Senat (Senate), which has 140 members, and the Camera Deputaților (Chamber of Deputies), which has 345 members. The members of both chambers are chosen in elections held every four years.

Ethnically, the population is 90% Romanian and 7% Hungarian. The Romanian language, like a number of others in southern Europe, is directly descended from Latin, although Romania is separated from other Romance-language countries by Slav speakers. Romania has considerable natural resources – oil, natural gas, coal, iron, copper and bauxite. Metal-working, petrochemicals and mechanical engineering are the main industries.

Romanian specialities include grilled meatballs, pork stew with garlic and onions and doughnuts made with cream and cheese.

The spine-chilling tale of Dracula is based on the 15th century Romanian Count Vlad Dracul whose son was famous in wartime for impaling captured enemies. Well-known Romanians include the writer Eugene Ionesco, the gymnast Nadia Comaneci and the composer George Enesco.

Official name: Romania
Area (km²): 237 500
Population: 21.79 million (July 2013 est.)
Capital: Bucharest
National holiday: 01 December
Currency: Romanian Leu
Date of joining European Union: 01 January 2007
Head of state: Traian Basescu; since 2004, reelected in December 2009
Head of government: Prime Minister Victor-Viorel Ponta, since 7 May 2012
GDP (billion €): 214.207 (2012 est.)
GDP per capita in PPS: € 10,005 (2012 est.)
Real growth rate of GDP: 0.9% (2012 est.)
Unemployment rate: 4.3% (2012 est.)
Public debt as % of GDP: 34.6% (2012 est.)

Source: Eurostat; The World Factbook